The diverse origins of New Zealand house mice
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Molecular markers and morphological characters can help infer the colonization history of organisms. A combination of mitochondrial (mt) D-loop DNA sequences, nuclear DNA data, external measurements and skull characteristics shows that house mice (Mus musculus) in New Zealand and its outlying islands are descended from very diverse sources. The predominant genome is Mus musculus domesticus (from western Europe), but Mus musculus musculus (from central Europe) and Mus musculus castaneus (from southern Asia) are also represented genetically. These subspecies have hybridized to produce combinations of domesticus and castaneus nuclear DNA coupled with domesticus mtDNA, and castaneus or musculus mtDNA with domesticus nuclear DNA. The majority of the mice with domesticus mtDNA that we sampled had D-loop sequences identical to two haplotypes common in Britain. This is consistent with long-term British–New Zealand cultural linkages. The origins of the castaneus mtDNA sequences widespread in New Zealand are less easy to identify.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The house mouse (Mus musculus L.) originated in the north of the Indian subcontinent ca 0.5 Myr ago (Boursot et al. 1993), expanded its natural range into the Middle East, and diversified into three major subspecies: castaneus; domesticus; and musculus (Din et al. 1996), all intimate commensals. Thereafter, house mice were transported by people wherever they went (Pocock et al. 2005). They spread throughout Eurasia, starting in the Neolithic with the development of agriculture and permanent human settlements (Cucchi et al. 2005). Mus musculus domesticus colonized the Mediterranean basin and western Europe, musculus central and eastern Europe and northern Asia, and castaneus southern Asia; stable hybrid zones were formed where the subspecies came into contact (Boursot et al. 1993).

Since the earliest days of ocean-going navigation, commensal house mice have been carried on ships well beyond this Eurasian range. Mus musculus domesticus colonized north and south America, South Africa, Australia and Atlantic archipelagos such as Faroe and Madeira (Berry & Peters 1977; Boursot et al. 1993; Gündüz et al. 2001). Mus musculus musculus and Mus musculus castaneus reached several islands in the north Pacific such as Japan and the Hawaiian Islands (Wheeler & Selander 1972; Moriwaki et al. 1986).

The global colonization history of the house mouse has been complex, and much about it remains unknown. Here, we provide the first detailed investigation of mice on the archipelago the most distant from Eurasian source areas: New Zealand and its outlying islands in the south west Pacific.

The earliest humans to settle in New Zealand, in ca AD 1280 (Wilmshurst et al. 2008), were Polynesians migrating from islands which were, at that time, apparently mouse free (Worthy & Holdaway 1996; Steadman 2006). The origins of house mice in New Zealand are therefore generally assumed to be associated with the voyages of early European explorers and traders, facilitated by James Cook's first coastal chart of 1769–1770.

We have applied a genetic approach (Searle 2008) to study the colonization of New Zealand by house mice, using mitochondrial (mt) DNA sequences, nuclear molecular markers and morphology (external measurements, skull features and pelage coloration). The genetic diversity is striking: genetic contributions of all three subspecies of house mouse are present in New Zealand, deriving from different parts of Europe and from Asia. These subspecies have hybridized to create a genetic melting pot that illustrates graphically how easily humans can unwittingly transport and bring together highly divergent genetic forms of single species.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Sample collection

We examined a total of 755 mice, representing 22 field localities in New Zealand (figure 1). Sub-samples were used...
for analyses of coat colour, external measurements, skull characters and molecular traits, as listed in appendices 1–3 in the electronic supplementary material.

(b) Molecular methods and analysis

Specimens for molecular analysis were stored frozen (−80°C) or in absolute ethanol. Genomic DNA was extracted by phenol : chloroform or with commercial extraction kits. Subspecies were distinguished from mtDNA and nuclear sequences, and mtDNA sequences were used to infer more specific source areas of the colonists.

The complete mt ω-loop and flanking regions were amplified with the PCR primers and conditions as described in Gündüz et al. (2000) or with the primer pairs L15320/H15782 and L15735/H00072 of Prager et al. (1993). The fragments generated were sequenced in both directions using the same primers.
Sequences were aligned and edited using Sequencher v. 4.8 (Gene Codes Corp.). For all species we obtained sequences for the mtDNA region between positions 15363 and 16295 (933 bp) of Bibb et al. (1981). These were then truncated to a standard length of 853 bp, between positions 15424 and 16276, so that we could analyse our data together with the relevant sequences already in GenBank. Our sequences have also been deposited there (FM211632–FM211645). Both the new and previous sequences were readily classified according to subspecies M. m. domesticus, M. m. musculus and M. m. castaneus (e.g. Prager et al. 1996; Ihle et al. 2006).

The phylogenetic analysis of M. m. domesticus is the same as that reported in the companion paper (Searle et al. 2009) that provides the detailed results. The analysis involved all domesticus sequences from New Zealand together with all published sequences of the same subspecies. GenBank sequences M. m. gentilulus AF074545, AF074544; M. m. castaneus EF108342, AF088879, AJ286322 and M. m. musculus U47504, U47532 were used as outgroups, following Rajabi-Maham et al. (2008); M. m. gentilulus is a tentative Arabian subspecies described by Prager et al. (1998).

We also followed Rajabi-Maham et al. (2008) in carrying out a Bayesian analysis, generating a 50 per cent majority-rule consensus phylogenetic tree with MrBayes (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist 2001) based on a GTR+I+Γ substitution model (selected by Modeltest v. 3.7: Posada & Crandall 1998) and with the following conditions: 30 per cent burn-in, 5 million generations, two runs of five chains and temperature of 0.2.

The phylogenetic analysis of M. m. musculus and M. m. castaneus comprised the relevant New Zealand sequences together with all other musculus and castaneus sequences available in the literature (with domesticus AJ286321 as outgroup). The Bayesian analysis involved the same substitution model and run conditions as for the domesticus tree. Previous Δ-loop phylogenies with these subspecies have used the neighbour-joining (NJ) and maximum-parsimony (MP) methods (Prager et al. 1996; Gündüz et al. 2000) and we adopted those approaches here as well. The NJ tree was also based on the substitution model selected by Modeltest with bootstrap values from 10000 replicates. The MP analysis was conducted by heuristic search using the TBR swapping algorithm with 10 random repetitions. A 50 per cent majority-rule consensus tree was constructed with bootstrap values from 1000 replicates using 10 random repetitions for each replicate.

Nucleotide (π) and haplotype (h) diversities for the Δ-loop sequences were calculated according to Nei (1987) using MEGA v. 4 (Tamura et al. 2007) and Arlequin v. 3.0 (Excoffier et al. 2005), respectively.

Four nuclear molecular markers with fixed differences between M. m. domesticus and M. m. musculus were typed for 56 mice (Abpa, Bth, D11 cenB2 and Zfy2). Mus musculus castaneus acts either as domesticus (D11 cenB2) or as musculus (Abpa, Bth, Zfy2). Controls of known domesticus (from England), musculus (Czech Republic) and castaneus (Thailand) were used to check all markers identified in New Zealand material. The Abpa marker is a sequence within the androgen-binding protein alpha subunit, 10 cm from the centromere of chromosome 7, scored as in Dod et al. (2005). The Bth marker is defined as the presence or absence of the B1 insertion between positions 77329–77464 in the Brutton’s agammaglobulinemia tyrosine kinase gene on the X chromosome, scored as in Munclinger et al. (2002). D11 cenB2 is a marker at the centromeric region of chromosome 11, typed according to the method of Lanneluc et al. (2004), but the reaction to detect musculus requires a higher annealing temperature of 64°C. The Zfy2 marker is defined as the presence or absence of an 18 bp deletion in the last exon of the Zinc finger protein 2 on the Y chromosome, scored on males (n = 25) according to the protocol of Orth et al. (1996).

(c) Morphological analysis

Freshly collected mice of all ages were scored for dorsal and ventral coat colour using Munsell standard soil colour charts. Only fully grown adults of Lidicker’s tooth wear classes 4 and above (illustrated in Ruscoe & Murphy 2005) were used to score other characteristics. Tail length was determined by the hanging tail method (Jewell & Fullagar 1966) and head and body length by subtraction from total length. Relative tail length was expressed as tail : body length ratio (TBLR). Skulls were scored for general skull shape, shape of the zygomatic plate, shape of the suture between the squamosal and parietal bones, and shape of the first lower molar, four features that distinguish M. m. domesticus from M. m. musculus in Europe (Marshall & Sage 1981; Kraft 1985). Skull morphology of M. m. castaneus is less well known, so was not separately classified.

3. RESULTS

(a) MitDNA analysis

MtDNA haplotypes of all three subspecies of house mouse were found on the New Zealand mainland and its outlying islands (appendices 1 and 2 in the electronic supplementary material). At 11 of 17 localities sampled for our molecular analysis (figure 1), we obtained only domesticus sequences; at one, both musculus and castaneus sequences, and at five, only castaneus sequences. Altogether, 10 domesticus haplotypes were found in 82 mice, one musculus haplotype in two mice, and three castaneus haplotypes in 22 mice.

The New Zealand domesticus haplotypes were distributed in five places in the phylogenetic tree (figure 2a). Haplotypes domNZ.1–5 fit within a well-supported lineage (posterior probability of 0.96) best documented in Britain and Germany (Searle et al. 2009). Of the 55 mainland New Zealand house mice with domesticus mtDNA included in this study, 47 belonged to this lineage, as did the 16 specimens from Auckland Island and Macquarie Island (figure 1). Haplotype domNZ.4 that is identical to one of the common haplotypes found in Britain and Germany (BritIsl.5; Searle et al. 2009), was particularly numerous (45 mice) and widely distributed in New Zealand. Likewise, domNZ.1 is identical to a common Anglo-German haplotype (BritIsl.1; Searle et al. 2009) and is frequent (15 mice) and widespread in New Zealand (North and South Islands and outlying islands). Haplotype domNZ.3 (found in one location in New Zealand) is identical to U47432 (found in one location in Germany) and both become identical to a British haplotype (U47434 found in one location) when truncated for phylogenetic analysis.

Haplotypes domNZ.6–10 are distributed elsewhere in the tree (figure 2a). The haplotypes domNZ.9 and 10 found at Ruatangata and Ashburton are part of the
‘Orkney’ lineage that consists predominantly of house mice from Ireland and the extreme north of Britain, although domNZ.9 is actually identical to a sequence previously found in a mouse from Croatia (see Searle et al. 2009). One haplotype on North Island (domNZ.6, represented by two individuals from Taranaki) has an
affiliation with continental Europe (northern Italy, Germany); domNZ.8 from Antipodes Island has the closest affinity with a haplotype from Spain; and domNZ.7 from Pitt Island is basal within the tree.

Considering all New Zealand specimens with domesticus mtDNA, the haplotype diversity (h ± s.d.) is 0.66 ± 0.05 and the nucleotide diversity (π ± s.d.) is 0.0042 ± 0.0010.

Figure 2b shows the phylogenetic tree for musculus and castaneus (a more detailed version is available in appendix 4 in the electronic supplementary material). The single musculus haplotype found in Wellington (figure 1) was identical to sequences previously described from central Europe (southern Germany, Austria and Croatia) and in the same weakly supported lineage (posterior probability of 0.74) as others from the same geographical region. This lineage was also identified with NJ and MP analyses with less than 50 per cent bootstrap support.

Mus musculus castaneus mtDNA haplotypes were found in southern parts of both North and South Islands (casNZ.1 and 3) and on Chatham Island (casNZ.2). The three New Zealand castaneus haplotypes all belong to the same well-supported lineage (posterior probability of 0.98), also present with high bootstrap support, 91 per cent and 92 per cent, in the NJ and MP trees, respectively. The two other sequences in this lineage were derived from Pakistan and Thailand.

(b) Analysis of nuclear molecular markers
Fifty-five out of 77 mice from all 12 mainland New Zealand localities used for mtDNA analysis (figure 1) were also typed for nuclear molecular markers (appendix 1 in the electronic supplementary material). The vast majority of mice could be scored as domesticus with these markers. This group includes the male mouse from Wellington with musculus mtDNA for which all four nuclear markers could be scored as domesticus, and 17 individuals with castaneus mtDNA (five from Wellington and three each from Dunedin, Borland, Grebe and southern Fiordland) for which three or four nuclear markers could be scored as domesticus, depending on whether the individuals were females (seven mice, three markers) or males (10 mice, usually four and sometimes three markers).

Only mice from Nelson Lakes National Park in northern South Island showed any definite nuclear genetic input from musculus and/or castaneus. Four came from Lake Rotoiti and two from Mount Misery, 20 km away (the two Nelson Lakes populations in figure 1). One male from Rotoiti had a castaneus- or musculus-specific Zfy2 product for the Y chromosome, but could be scored as domesticus for the X-chromosome marker and two autosomal markers. Four of the five females also had hybrid genomes. One from Rotoiti was heterozygous at the D11 cenB2 locus, having a musculus type allele and a domesticus/castaneus allele; two (one from each locality) were heterozygotes for a castaneus or musculus allele and a domesticus allele at the Btk locus on the X chromosome; and one from Mount Misery was homozygous for a castaneus or musculus allele at the Btk locus. At other markers these four females could be scored as domesticus, and one female from Rotoiti could be scored as domesticus at all loci.

(c) Morphological analysis
Pelage coloration was scored in a total of 277 fresh house mice from mainland New Zealand (appendix 3 in the electronic supplementary material). Dorsally, almost all were brown (32%) or dark brown (64%) with a few grey. Ventral colour ranged from white through grey to brown, most commonly pale brown (59%). The most frequent combination was a dark brown back and a pale brown belly (56%). Both this form and the variation around it are observed among domesticus from western Europe (Sage 1981). Mus musculus musculus more typically has a whitis belly (Boursot et al. 1993). Mus musculus castaneus tends to have an ochraceous tint (Marshall & Sage 1981), but that was not observed in any New Zealand mice. However, coloration is variable in all three subspecies and this character is not diagnostic.

More reliable as a discriminator between subspecies is relative tail length (musculus tends to have a smaller TBLR than the other two subspecies; Marshall & Sage 1981; Boursot et al. 1993). The New Zealand TBLR mean was 0.991 (range 0.67–1.30), compared with 0.872 (0.74–0.91) for musculus and 1.014 (0.87–1.20) for domesticus from continental Europe (Kraft 1985). The difference between the mean New Zealand and European values was significant for musculus (t163 = −5.033, p ≤ 0.001) but not for domesticus (t166 = 1.888, p = 0.061). There was significant local variation in TBLR values between the eight largest samples from New Zealand (figure 3; p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA); all of them were significantly different in TBLR from European musculus, but none from domesticus.

Each of the four features discriminating domesticus from musculus was scored in 549 skulls of New Zealand mice, as listed in appendix 1 in the electronic supplementary material. The distribution of these scores for the eight largest samples, plotted against TBLR in figure 3, was strongly skewed towards the reference values for domesticus (TBLR = 1.014, skull score 0) as opposed to those for musculus (TBLR = 0.872, skull score 4); the mean skull score was 0.661. However, the plots reveal deviation away from the domesticus morphology in samples from throughout the country, including places such as Pureora and Mana Island for which no genetic data are yet available.

4. DISCUSSION
(a) Taxonomy of New Zealand house mice and evidence of hybridization
Our morphological and molecular data suggest that the house mice of New Zealand should be classified as the western European subspecies M. m. domesticus (see also Rusce & Murphy 2005). Most of the individuals examined were typed as domesticus on all criteria scored. However, there was also definitive evidence of the genetic presence of the other two subspecies as follows:

(i) we found mt D-loop sequences characteristic of south Asian M. m. castaneus on both North and South Islands and on one outlying island (Chatham) and

(ii) we found mt D-loop sequences identical to central European M. m. musculus in one locality on North Island (Wellington).

Furthermore, based on the evidence from three out of four nuclear markers, non-domesticus genes were also present in most individuals at two separate locations in
Nelson Lakes National Park on South Island and one of these mice carried a definitive *musculus* allele. Data on relative tail length were also consistent with a low level but probably widespread presence of elements of the *musculus* nuclear genome on both North and South Islands (figure 3). Generally the skulls of New Zealand mice were similar to European *domesticus*, but features characteristic of *musculus* were found at low frequency in many localities.

Considering the house mice collected on mainland New Zealand, it is important to emphasize that whenever there was either a *musculus* or *castaneus* element to the genome, there was also a *domesticus* element. Mainland New Zealand was dominated by *domesticus*; genomic contributions of the other subspecies were present only in hybrids.

Our results demonstrate that New Zealand is a genetic melting pot for house mice at the subspecies level. But the same is also true for the divergent lineages within the *domesticus* subspecies. Across the archipelago, we found four different *domesticus* mtDNA lineages plus a single basal haplotype (figure 2a), and at three localities (Ruatangata, Taranaki and Ashburton) two different *domesticus* lineages were present (figure 1). Hence, the nucleotide diversity (π) for *domesticus* mtDNA for our New Zealand material was relatively high at 0.0042. By contrast, the haplotype diversity (h) was relatively low at 0.66, largely because haplotype domNZ.4 was so abundant. The equivalent values for the Madeiran archipelago were π=0.0014 and h=0.90 (Gündüz et al. 2001). Continental *domesticus* populations tend to have higher values for both haplotype and nucleotide diversity. For example, Gündüz et al. (2005) estimated π=0.0084 and h=0.98 from 98 mice representing 48 localities in Turkey (see also Rajabi-Maham et al. 2008).

The interplay of divergent genomes within populations and individuals is of great theoretical interest (Arnold 2006). The house mouse in New Zealand offers particular opportunities for analysis, given the presence of genes of three different subspecies, multiple genealogical lineages within one of those subspecies, and the huge data resources available for genome studies of house mice (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002). So, the house mouse in New Zealand is a potentially valuable model for future work on the fundamentals of genome interaction to contrast, for example, with mice from Japan, which show mixed *musculus/castaneus* genomes (Terashima et al. 2006).

**Figure 3. Morphological characters of New Zealand house mice as illustrated with data from eight large samples (see figure 1 and appendix 1 in the electronic supplementary data). TBLR, tail : body length ratio. Skull scores 0–4 defined from four characters distinguishing *M. m. domesticus* from *M. m. musculus* in Europe. Panel of reference data: left: *M. m. domesticus*, TBLR=1.014, skull score 0 (Kraft 1985); centre: overall data for New Zealand; right: *M. m. musculus*, TBLR=0.872, skull score 4 (Kraft 1985). Other panels: circles, females; triangles, males.**

(b) Colonization history of New Zealand house mice

Any account of the colonization history of house mice in New Zealand needs to explain (i) the dominance of *M. m. domesticus* belonging to mtDNA haplotypes with affinities to house mice from the British Isles (domNZ.1–5, 9–10), (ii) the presence of *M. m. musculus* based on morphology, nuclear markers and mtDNA (musNZ.1), the latter indicating central European affiliations, and (iii) the presence of *M. m. castaneus* mtDNA (casNZ.1–3) with a southern Asian affinity. Ships infested with mice have arrived throughout the 240-year European maritime history of New Zealand, so the following scenario needs to be viewed in that context.

In 1769, James Cook was the first of several European explorers to land in New Zealand; his expedition was followed by others from Britain, France and Spain (King 2003). The exploitation of the resources of New Zealand by European traders based at Sydney (then called Port Jackson, established 1788) began very early. The British East India Company was making use of New Zealand timber and flax by 1790 (King 2003), and sealers and whalers of different nationalities started working in New Zealand waters well before 1800 (Ross 1987;...
Smith 2002). Long before the beginning of organized colonization in 1840, New Zealand was already part of an extensive trading network also including ports in Europe, southern Asia and Australia (Ross 1987).

From the earliest days of European contact (Thomson 1922; King 2003), house mice began to exploit human settlements in New Zealand, as they do throughout the world (Boursot et al. 1993). In addition, the absence of close competitors (Cucchi et al. 2005) allowed house mice to live as non-commensals, and they are now found in natural habitat throughout New Zealand (Ruscoe & Murphy 2005). Shipwrecks and strandings in unpeopled areas were common (2300 shipwrecks along the New Zealand coast recorded since 1795: Ingram 2007), and provided additional opportunities for mice to reach remote areas. Indeed, the first record of house mice in New Zealand was on Ruapuke Island (figure 1) after the 1824 stranding and subsequent salvage of the Elizabeth Henrietta, an Australian brig bringing ‘British manufactures’ from Sydney to the Maori in exchange for flax (McNab 1908, p. 648). Mice were present at the port of Russell in the Bay of Islands (figure 1) in or before the 1830s (Guthrie-Smith 1969).

Most ships arriving in New Zealand during the early mid-nineteenth century came from Britain, and they usually called at Cape Town, Sydney and other Australian ports on the way (Jamiesson 2001). The influx of settlers and their companion animals increased rapidly: 500 000 had arrived by 1881 (King 2003). In the first 50 years, 49 per cent of immigrants were from England and Wales, 24 per cent from Scotland, 19 per cent from Ireland, and the rest from Germany, Scandinavia, Poland, France and Italy (King 2003). The immigrant ships, their cargo, provisions and livestock and the subsequent close mutual trading links between Europe, Australia and New Zealand, provided decades of multiple opportunities for colonization by European mice resident in ports of origin and transit.

Asian mice could have reached New Zealand by one or all of at least three different routes: (i) between 1792 and 1820, indirectly with Sydney-based sealers and traders all of at least three different routes: (i) between 1792 and 1820, directly with Chinese gold miners from Canton (King 2003), or (iii) since the 1960s, on Asian fishing vessels after the restrictions on their use of the Canton fur market (Ross 1987; Smith 2002), (ii) after 1869, directly with Chinese gold miners from Canton (King 2003), or (iii) since the 1960s, on Asian fishing vessels after the restrictions on their use of the Canton fur market (Ross 1987; Smith 2002), (ii) after 1869, directly with Chinese gold miners from Canton (King 2003), or (iii) since the 1960s, on Asian fishing vessels after the restrictions on their use of the Canton fur market (Ross 1987; Smith 2002). The single mtDNA V-loop sequence from Wellington, identical to one recorded from Germany, Austria and Croatia, suggests a central European source. Wellington was one of the earliest settler ports (4000 immigrants by 1843: King 2003), and now, as New Zealand’s capital city, hosts many resident members of the international diplomatic corps, providing ample opportunity for arrival of house mice of central European derivation. The occurrence of a Musculus nuclear marker within Nelson Lakes National Park is also consistent with known history: the largest of the minority settler groups, the Germans, gathered in the Nelson district (King 2003).

(iii) Musculus castaneus. The source area for the S Asian castaneus mtDNA haplotypes found in the southern parts of both South and North Islands (casNZ.1, 3) is ill defined, and offers no clues to their origin. Clearly, a more detailed phylogeny for castaneus would be desirable to make progress on this point. The mice of Chatham Island also have castaneus V-loop sequences, though a different haplotype (casNZ.2) from those recorded on the mainland. The ancestors of the Chatham Island mice could have got ashore in cargo from the 1853 wreck of the Randolph, an English barque trading from China to the Chathams via Melbourne (Ingram 2007). Additional colonizations might have come, either previously from the mainland (800 km west), or more recently via the numerous Asian fishing boats that now visit Waitangi, the main port on Chatham Island. It is notable that mice from nearby Pitt Island are characterized by a domesticus mtDNA haplotype (figure 1). This most likely reflects a differing colonization history but in this and other cases the possible involvement of lineage sorting (Avise 2000) cannot be discounted.

The scenario that we have developed is tentative, and cannot at this stage allow for the many unknown factors that complicate interpretation of the colonization history of New Zealand house mice, such as the influence of transit ports (e.g. in Australia) and transport within New Zealand itself. More information is needed both to

(i) Musculus domesticus from the British Isles. New Zealand was explored, exploited and settled very largely by people from the British Isles, directly or via Australia, so the predominant presence of house mice with a domesticus morphology and genome, and the widespread presence of seven mtDNA haplotypes (domNZ.1–5, 9 and 10) belonging to lineages found in the British Isles, are both consistent with documentary history. The fact that two of the most common and widespread haplotypes in New Zealand (domNZ.1 and 4) are the same as two of the most common and widespread haplotypes in Britain (BritIsl.1 and 5, respectively) makes the case even stronger. Not only do these haplotypes occur on North and South Islands, they are also found on Auckland and Macquarie Islands. Between 1770 and 1840, domNZ.1 and 4 and other haplotypes with close links to the British Isles had multiple opportunities to spread from Sydney, both to pre-colonial New Zealand and to Auckland Island, discovered in 1806, and Macquarie Island, discovered in 1810 (Clark & Dingwall 1985). Among the other haplotypes to arrive in New Zealand was domNZ.9. Although this haplotype is within the Orkney lineage, it has actually been recorded in Croatia rather than the British Isles and further studies are needed to establish the basis of this intriguing result.

(ii) Musculus domesticus from central Europe. The single mtDNA V-loop sequence from Wellington, identical to one recorded from Germany, Austria and Croatia, suggests a central European source. Wellington was one of the earliest settler ports (4000 immigrants by 1843: King 2003), and now, as New Zealand’s capital city, hosts many resident members of the international diplomatic corps, providing ample opportunity for arrival of house mice of central European derivation. The occurrence of a Musculus nuclear marker within Nelson Lakes National Park is also consistent with known history: the largest of the minority settler groups, the Germans, gathered in the Nelson district (King 2003).
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test the interpretations that we suggest for the mainland and to attempt adequately to explain the distribution of mtDNA haplotypes on the outlying islands. However, mice are exceptionally pervasive commensals, so it is certain that the New Zealand archipelago has been ‘moused’ from all over the world, in the same way as it has been ‘peopled’.
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